If being used with MORryde JK Side Mount for Wrangler:
Use existing hardware to attach the tray to the mount through the square holes in back of tray. Insert supplied rubber pad before inserting ammo can.

If being used with MORryde TJ Side Mount or a Spare Tire Mount:
Use provided hardware to attach the tray through the circular holes in bottom of tray. Insert supplied rubber pad before inserting ammo can.

If being used with third party mounts:
The Universal Ammo Can Tray has mounting holes that can be used with many popular Jeep accessories that provide mounting locations for either standard Jerry Can trays or Rotopax® container mounts, such as swing away spare carriers. The mounting holes for those locations are indicated on the parts diagram below. Depending on where you plan to mount the tray, you may need bolts other than those supplied.